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At Build Better we are vision junkies! We believe that a strong vision is the foundation for
growth, success, and the good life, however you define it. 

We like to use the analogy of a hot air balloon. The basket woven out of your products and
services, the people inside the basket are your consumers, the flame that powers the
balloon is your internal team, the ropes holding the balloon over the flame is the
leadership team, and balloon itself is the vision. You can have all the necessary
components of a good balloon ride, but without that balloon, you aren't going anywhere. 

A business is no different. Without a vision, your employees and contractors will expend a
massive amount of energy and grow frustrated at the lack of progress and direction. Your
consumers will grow disinterested, and your leadership team will lose its veracity and
sharpness.

While vision building isn't overly complicated, a little guidance can make all the
difference, turning your vision from a nice little sentiment on a napkin in your truck
consol, to an integral functioning asset in your business. 

Vision Setting Overview

What Happens With No Vision

One A business with no vision may never grow or progress
toward a better version of itself.

Two Without a vision, a business may grow and progress to a
point, but will eventually get stuck. 

Three Business that neglect to define and implement a strong
vision are likely to eventually fail all together.  

The foundation for growth and the good life
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Use the tools below to help you understand what impact vision, or the lack thereof has
had on your business to this point in time. 

Sometimes knowing where you've been can be really helpful in helping you know where
you're going, and in helping you uncover the first steps you need to take in getting there. 

Before you engage with the tools below, ponder a few questions to get your wheels
turning in the right direction. 

Vision without action is merely a dream.
Action without vision just passes the time.
Vision with action can change the world.

-Joel A. Barker
 

What impact do you believe a lack of vision could have on a company?

How much of an effect do you believe vision has on those you work with?

What difference might a strong vision make on your consumers?

In what ways does vision impact your products and services?

What do you think prevents most businesses from establishing and using a

vision?

Vision Reflection
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https://www.brainyquote.com/authors/joel-a-barker-quotes


Name:
Position:
What is the purpose of our company?

Name: 
Position:
Where will our company be in 3 to 5 years? 

Name:
Position: 
What objectives are the highest focus in our company for the next 12 months?

Vision Perception
A Build Better Vision Tool

Sometimes we  get stuck in our own heads. Don't worry, everyone does it, especially with
things like vision. Below, record some insights from others. Collaboration is powerful in
revealing how your vision is being communicated and put to use! It may help to watch
our vision modules with those you ask these questions to. 
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Vision Notes
A Build Better Vision Tool

Use the space below to record addition thoughts or questions you may have had during
your initial work through the Build Better vision modules so far. You might want to use
this space to write response to the Vision Reflection section in this worksheet, or to
respond to the Action Item in the Module 2.1 video: Identify 2 or 3 positive impacts you
think a strong vision could have on your company.  
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